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1. World Terakoya Movement

(Spoiled postcard collection)

MESSAGE

In KAIRIN UNESCO ASSOCIATION, as part of the World Terakoya Movement,

we are focusing on the recovery activities of spoiled postcards. Gathered

Spoiled postcards, people who suffer from illiteracy around the world, use it to

help the learning environment maintenance children who do not receive an

education (elementary school construction and teacher training). If you have

your hand on the Spoiled postcards, please send us to our association.
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THE MAIN ACTIVITIES

1. World Terakoya Movement

(Spoiled postcard collection)

Order to continue to rally to a large force of the prayers and

wishes for peace, let me tell a bell by the cooperation of such

local temple every year in August, the children the importance

of peace while reading my peace declaration, the event that

get to think about the preciousness.

~ My peace declaration ~

1. "We cherish the lives of all the people."

2. "Any violence will not forgive."

3. "Have the compassion of the heart, we help each other."

4. "Consider the perspective of the other party."

5. "You protect the irreplaceable global environment."

6. "Everyone lets you adjust the power."

2. Attempts to ring the Peace
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In addition, participation and implementation to the provinces and re

Council, sponsorship to various events

disaster, we are activities rooted in the community.

KAIRIN UNESCO
326-8505 Ashikaga-

KAIRIN UNESCO ASSOCIATION organized, celebrated its 15th year

this year. Year after year to expand the scale, also welcomed the

participating teams from the Tohoku and Fukushima in addition to

Tokyo and six prefectures Kanto, it is now divided into two venues of

the Arena Tanuma and Sano City Sports Park on the Sano in each

league, the participation of about 2000 people there is. Which team

is also working hard aiming to work together victory.

3. KAIRIN UNESCO

ASSOCIATION Cup dodge ball

tournament

Through a variety of experiences and experiment, convey the

joy of learning in children, it has a chance making to foster

the interests and motivation and inquiring mind to the

familiar natural phenomena or events.

5. Enjoy science classroom

8. Support and cooperation to the
meeting to consider the education of

Rwanda

7. Tree planting symbol of peace

In addition, participation and implementation to the provinces and regions UNESCO Liaison

sponsorship to various events.Such as fund-raising activities in the event of a

disaster, we are activities rooted in the community.
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We conduct a contest for each of the poem, fairy tales,

essays, picture letter. UNESCO is also that you are

involved in education, culture, welfare and science,

invites applicants from desire if we create

opportunities to create the future of our children, we

recognize excellent work.

Through a variety of experiences and experiment, convey the

joy of learning in children, it has a chance making to foster

the interests and motivation and inquiring mind to the

natural phenomena or events.

5. Enjoy science classroom

Great East Japan Earthquake to the affected areas,

was sent to create a letter of the message boards and

encouragement.

In addition, proactively to continue the fund

activities in various events organized, sponsored,

brought to you from time to time donations.
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